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May 30, 2023 

 

Marcel Quimby, FAIA 

Chair, Honor Awards Commi=ee 

Texas Society of Architects 

500 Chicon Street 

AusDn, TX 78702-2754 

RE: Nate Eudaly for Honorary Membership in the Texas Society of Architects 

Ms. Quimby and Commi=ee, 

As I was making the decision to apply for my M.Arch. in 2007, I spoke with Nate Eudaly. Familiar with Nate through my 

work in the programming department at the Dallas Museum of Art, I had helped him coordinate the logisDcs of the 

architecture lecture series. I thought he might have good insight on architects I might reach out to for mentorship and 

opportuniDes in the field to get started, and he recommended that I volunteer for the Forum; doing so would get me up 

close and personal with the architecture community in North Texas. Now, fiVeen years later, I am wriDng this le=er as 

President of AIA Dallas, and I sit on the Board of the Dallas Architecture Forum. I have parDcipated in numerous panels 

and programs and I have made a lifelong friend in Nate. To say that I would not have achieved my success without Nate’s 

mentorship and friendship would be understaDng the significance Nate and The Forum have had on the development of 

my career. 

Nate is highly invested in furthering the educaDon of all residents of North Texas, not only architects and designers. The 

Forum has worked diligently and effecDvely to communicate the value of design and of though[ul urban planning so that 

North Texans understand what it means to create vibrant communiDes. The publicaDons of a monograph highlighDng the 

work of local architects made this work accessible to those beyond the membership and core audience, and programs 

such as the 25-year Design RecogniDon awards brought architects from around the globe back to The Forum to reflect on 

their successful projects in our Metroplex. 

Furthering Nate’s work in educaDng the professional and established members of our community, his work with high 

school and college students is also noteworthy. Nate’s work on the Board of CityLab High School and with the College of 

Architecture, Planning and Public Affairs at the UT Arlington reinforces his commitment to working with students of 

design, helping them network and gain exposure to the design fields while working with other leaders to shape the 

prioriDes of the insDtuDons that will raise the next generaDon of design leaders. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Nate’s longstanding relaDonship with AIA Dallas has forged one of the strongest 

partnerships between architecture enDDes in the state. His work with AIA Dallas spans many years, and the programs he 

has co-sponsored and produced with us have brought significant value and meaning to our members. Building on the 

strengths of each respecDve insDtuDon has resulted in sophisDcated and though[ul content that has great resonance 

within the region. AddiDonally, his voluminous body of wri=en work for COLUMNS magazine has provided a new 

perspecDve on architecture in the region and his profiles of various design leaders has shown a light on those within our 

community who are making a difference. 

I could not be more pleased to endorse Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas, for elevaDon to Honorary Membership in the Texas 

Society of Architects. 

With warmest regards, 

 

Kate Aoki, AIA 

President, AIA Dallas 



Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas 
Executive Director, The Dallas Architecture Forum 

 
Nomination for Honorary TxA Membership

Nate Eudaly has successfully advanced the architecture and design professions through his focused, strategic, 
and steadfast leadership for the last eighteen years as Executive Director of The Dallas Architecture Forum (The 
Forum). During his tenure, Nate has led The Forum to organize and present over two hundred ten Lectures, 
more than one hundred Panel Discussions, and almost sixty special events and symposia reaching over 
sixty-seven thousand people. In recognition of Nate’s leadership, The Dallas Architecture Forum has received 
an AIA Dallas Community Honor Award, a Texas Society of Architects Citation of Honor, and an AIA National  
Collaborative Achievement Award. Nate was also named an Honorary Member of AIA Dallas. 

The Dallas Architecture Forum brings thought leaders in the design disciplines from around the world to Dallas to 
educate its members, the professions, and the extended Dallas community. The Forum also fosters important 
dialogue and provides a platform to discuss major issues impacting our urban environment, both locally and 
globally. 

The Forum’s focus is to bring together architects, landscape architects, urban planners, engineers, developers, 
interior designers, educators, students, and business and civic leaders to learn about and improve the North Texas 
region. From its inception, The Forum has actively embraced the general public in all its outreach and  
programming. People from all walks of life highly value the purposeful programming that The Forum provides.

The Dallas Architecture Forum has five major areas of focus in its programming. They are Lectures, Panel Discussions, 
Symposia, Publications, and On-Site Education. Integral in all its programming is outreach to young professionals, 
collaboration with other organizations, and creating community. Important themes incorporated in our  
programming are design excellence, innovative practice, sustainability, equity, urban issues, public space, climate 
change, housing, preservation, and adaptive reuse. More information on The Forum’s programming is included in 
the Exhibits of this submission.

The Forum has gained prominence under Nate’s leadership as Executive Director. The general public, media, and 
the design professions recognize the importance of The Forum. Nate leads The Forum as a valued collaborator 
with other non-profits in Dallas and across Texas. Partnering with UTA CAPPA, The AD EX Foundation, and 
AIA-Dallas are at the heart of this important commitment to collaboration.

Through his leadership of The Dallas Architecture Forum, Nate Eudaly educates,  
enriches, and connects Dallas architects, other design professionals and the general 
public. This is accomplished by organizing impactful programs, guiding and encouraging 
emerging leaders, and engaging both global and local thought leaders of the design 
fields to enhance how we live. 



AIA Dallas, The AD EX Foundation,  
Texas Society of Architects, and the AIA

The Forum Collaborates with AIA and the AD EX Foundation for Lectures
• The Bob James Memorial Lecture presented annually in collaboration with AIA-D and AD EX 
• The Rose Family Lecture also presented annually in collaboration with AIA-D and AD EX  
• The Forum partnered with AIA-D for many years on the Built Design Awards Lecture 
• The Forum promotes the Dallas LiA chapter, arranging meetings for the chapter with leading Latino speakers 
• Women in Architecture chapter given discounted admission by The Forum to hear female architects 
• The Forum is promoting AIA small, mid and large sized firms’ projects in its Design Recognition: Looking Back-  
 Looking Forward initiative 
• The Forum established YouTube channel with over 65 Forum lectures, most featuring AIA members 
• The Forum’s YouTube channel has been viewed by over 19,300 people in Texas, nationally and internationally 
• The Forum is an AIA CES Professional Member and has provided over 360 hours of CES programming credits 

The American Institute of Architects, the Texas Society of Architects, AIA-Dallas, and the AD EX Foundation are greatly valued 
partners of Nate Eudaly and The Dallas Architecture Forum. The Forum prominently features AIA members including Gold Medal 
winners, Firm of the Year partners, Fellows of the Institute, and emerging AIA professionals in its Lecture Series, Panel Discussion Series, 
and other programming. Nate was a founding member of the Dallas Center for Architecture (now AD EX) Foundation Board, and is actively 
involved with AIA-Dallas’ COLUMNS magazine. He and The Forum support AIA’s emerging professionals with a special focus on increasing 
diversity in architecture. Nate’s ongoing goal is to advance the profession and support the AIA through his leadership as Executive 
Director of The Forum.

In recognition of this support, The Forum and Nate have been awarded: 
• AIA National Collaborative Achievement Award    
• TxA Citation of Honor
• AIA Dallas Community Honor Award                   
• Honorary AIA Dallas Membership

“Nate has developed the Dallas Architecture Forum to national acclaim. Programs are well attended and 
appeal to diverse audiences well outside of architecture. Under his leadership, The Forum has become a 
model for such institutions. I have experienced Nate’s exceptional leadership first-hand; 
and his impact on architecture, not just in Dallas, but nationally.”
Marlon Blackwell, FAIA; Founder, Marlon Blackwell Architects;  
AIA Gold Medal Recipient 

The TxA and AIA are Featured in Forum’s Programming
• Seven AIA Gold Medal winners have spoken for The Forum 
• Seven Pritzker winners have spoken for The Forum 
• Seventeen AIA national Firm of the Year Partners have spoken for The Forum 
• Nineteen of twenty-five AIA Dallas Firms of the Year have presented programs for The Forum 
• Over eighty-five AIA Dallas members have participated in Forum programs 
• TxA members from Arlington, Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Lubbock, Midland and San Antonio have spoken for The Forum 
• All Dallas-based Texas Society of Architecture Firms of the Year have presented programs for The Forum 
• Thirteen international Hon. FAIA members have spoken for The Forum 
• Sixty-seven percent of Forum speakers have FAIA designation 
• Ninety-eight percent of Forum speakers based in US are AIA members

Forum Support of Emerging Professionals
• Nate serves on Board of CityLab HS Foundation – more information in Exhibits
• CityLab is educating Hispanic and Black high school students to enter architecture and allied professions
• Foundation’s goal is to prepare these students for architecture school 
• Nate and others have facilitated visits by Deans and leaders from Texas Architecture schools at CityLab
• Nate and The Forum staff also informally mentor The Forum’s younger volunteers
• Volunteers are encouraged to pass ARE exams and become licensed AIA members 
• Volunteers advance their careers through The Forum community – 41% have served five to ten years; 27% over ten years  

The Forum – Founding Member of the DCFA (AD EX)
• One of three partners with AIA Dallas and the Foundation to establish the Center
• Nate was an inaugural Member of the AD EX Board
• Nate assisted in writing the by-laws of the AD EX
• The Forum partners in programming with the AD EX

“I can’t think of a person in 
Dallas that has done more to 
connect the public to what it 
is that architects do.”
Dan Noble, FAIA, FACHA.;   
President and CEO, HKS



Advancing Architecture
Through Collaboration and Community

“Nate Eudaly is a continual voice for great design in our community. Nate brings together an incredibly diverse 
audience and makes the discussion of architecture relevant and inspiring for all. The enthusiastic response and 
high attendance to my talk was both humbling and exhilarating. Nate has made The Forum’s Lecture Series a 
preeminent event for all of Texas.”

Michael Hsu, FAIA, IIDA; Principal, Michael Hsu Office of Architecture;  
Past President, AIA Austin

Academic Collaboration
 • Deans from the following schools have spoken for The Forum – MIT, Cornell, Columbia, Michigan, Princeton, Harvard, and Yale
 • Deans from these Texas schools have also presented – Rice, University of Texas, Texas Tech, Texas A & M, University of  
    Houston, and UTA CAPPA

UTA CAPPA Symposia Collaboration
Nate and The Forum have actively collaborated with the region’s architecture school, UTA CAPPA, and its Dillon Center for  
Texas Architecture (named after Dallas’ late architecture critic) on various symposia. These symposia are attended by design 
professionals, college students and faculty, and the general public.  

The Aga Khan Award for Architecture is given every three years to projects of excellence in architecture, planning practices, historic  
preservation, and landscape architecture in societies that have a significant Muslim presence. Nate leads The Forum’s collaboration with 
the North Texas AKAA Council in presenting lectures featuring jurors and competition winners.
 

Aga Khan Award for Architecture 

Nate is a Founding Board Member of this international non-profit organization that advocates for organizations and individuals 
around the world devoted to advancing the role of architecture, planning, and design in service to society. 

Association of Architecture Organizations  

 • Board of Directors – 10 years
 • Executive Committee – 8 years

 • Board Treasurer – 8 years
 • Conference Co-Host in Dallas with Greg Brown of Dallas-AIA/AD EX

365 Modern Living Receptions
A special event concept developed by Nate Eudaly and Cindy Schwartz, The Dallas Architecture Forum presents 365 Modern Living  
Receptions in some of Dallas’s most architecturally significant residences. These receptions celebrate “Modern Living Every Day of the 
Year”. These homes have been designed by prominent architects including AIA Gold Medal winners Edward Larrabee Barnes, Philip  
Johnson, Richard Meier, and Antoine Predock. Other architects include Edward Durell Stone, Tom Kundig, Billie Tsien, esteemed Texas  
firms Alterstudio, Lake l Flato and Overland Partners, and also AIA award-winning Dallas based architects. Attendees learn from the  
architects and other design team members, and hear from the homeowners about the importance of engaging an architect for residential design.

Nate and The Forum have collaborated with the Nasher Sculpture Center, UT-Austin School of Architecture, AAO, and the Honorary Consul of 
Spain to organize architecture tours to Palm Springs (Modernism), Los Angeles, Chicago, and Spain 

Architecture Tours 

Collaboration and outreach to the community are central tenets for Nate and The Forum. Throughout his 
service as Executive Director, Nate has proactively reached out to other non-profits, academic institutions, civic organizations; and especially 
AIA Dallas, AD EX, and the UTA CAPPA Architecture School to create opportunities to collaborate. Nate believes that collaboration is not 
only necessary from the standpoint of maximizing mission reach for The Forum’s financial supporters; but more importantly, that it’s 
the right thing to do. It fosters community and complementary visions among organizations, facilitates the ability to share and learn from 
best practices, and is imperative to achieve the greater good by working and partnering together. 

Here are logos for some of The Forum’s  over forty-five valued collaborators:  



Aetna Inc.
 • Chief Financial Officer for a division of Aetna, Inc., a Fortune 50 Company
 • Board of Directors – Aetna Texas and other state Boards
 • Board of Directors – Prudential Health Plans of America
 • Managed facilities evaluation and reconfiguration with design team
 • Facilitated integration of Prudential Health Plans into Aetna
 • Aetna reorganized, moved all Executive Finance positions to Hartford headquarters
   Nate was offered position at headquarters but chose to stay in Dallas and leave company
  His career with The Forum began after leaving Aetna

Executive Leadership – Aetna

New York Life (NYLCare) Health Plans of Texas
 • Executive for regional subsidiary of New York Life, a Fortune 100 Company
 • Chair of the Board of Directors, NYLCare Health Plans
 • President/CEO – Two years
 • Chief Financial Officer – 16 years
 • Health care services company serving over 500,000 Texans
 • Managed four facility expansions with arch/design team to 80,000 sq ft      
 • Oversaw sale and integration of NYLCare Texas into Blue Cross/Blue Shield
 • Upon sale of company, was offered position with Aetna   

Executive Leadership – New York Life

Fort Worth Civic Orchestra 
 • President, Board of Directors for one term  

Board Leadership – Fort Worth Civic Orchestra

North Texas Commission  
 • Member, Finance and Audit Committee for two terms

Civic Leadership – North Texas Commission

Nate Eudaly 
Professional History and Civic Leadership

• The AD EX Foundation
• Preservation Dallas
• DoCoMoMo NTx
• National Trust for Historic Preservation
• African American Museum of The Smithsonian
• Arbor Day Foundation
• Sierra Club
• Dallas Museum of Art
• Nasher Sculpture Center
 

• Meadows Museum
• Perot Museum of Nature and Science
• Kimbell Art Museum
• Amon Carter Museum
• Fort Worth Modern Art Museum
• MoMA
• Dallas Black Dance Theatre
• Dallas Symphony
• Fort Worth Symphony
• Van Cliburn Piano Competition 

Member - Supporter of these Non-Profits

Board Leadership - The Family Place
The Family Place is the largest family violence service provider in Texas. Its holistic approach clears a path for families to  
progress from fear to hope. Nate gave active Board leadership to The Family Place for over a decade, a period of major growth 
in its outreach, programs, and facilities. He was a member of the Executive Committee for ten years and served as Board Treasurer for 
seven years, including chairing the Finance and Audit Committee. Nate was also Chair of the Facilities Committee for three years,  
during which time he was very involved with agency management in selecting architectural services and giving oversight to a new one- 
hundred-person housing shelter for battered women and children. Providing Board leadership to this vital non-profit agency has 
been one of the highlights of service for Nate. 

Education
BA, with Honors, Baylor University
Graduate Studies in Business and Management, UT Arlington
Graduate Studies in Education, Southwestern Seminary
Executive Education, Fuqua School, Duke University
Executive Education, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 



Lecture Series
The Dallas Architecture Forum presents an award-winning Lecture Series each season. Nate 
Eudaly works closely with the Lecture Programming Committee and the Committee Chair 
to develop each season’s roster of speakers. Forum speakers include Pritzker, Pulitzer, AIA 
and ASLA Gold Medal winners, and up-and-coming young practitioners. Nate administers all 
logistics and arrangements for each Lecture, including hosting the speakers while in Dallas. Under 
Nate’s leadership, the Series has dramatically expanded its reach and reputation in Dallas 
and Texas, as well as nationally and internationally.  

The Forum established the Frank 
Welch Memorial Lecture to honor 
Frank WELCH, the Dean of Texas 
Modernist architects and great 
friend of The Forum. 

The Dallas Architecture Forum is 
one of the most important design 
voices in America. Nate’s unrelenting 
passion has made this possible - 
what a gift to all of us. 

Tom Phifer, FAIA; Founder,  
Thomas Phifer and Partners Nate is the Ambassador for  

Architecture in Dallas. As leader of  
The Forum, he is a charismatic and  
brilliant host to architects and has created 
an incredible audience for architecture in 
Dallas. This is a truly rare and wonderful 
thing - my favorite lecture experience ever!     
Barbara Bestor, FAIA; Founder, 
Bestor Architecture, AD 100

Architects are the primary speakers for The Forum’s Lecture Series,  
but Landscape Architects, Interior Designers, Planners, Engineers,  
and other design professionals also speak. The Forum invites both  
well-known practitioners and thought leaders, as well as  
emerging professionals in the design fields to speak for its  
members and guests. Criteria used in evaluating potential speakers,  
as well as areas that speakers cover in their presentations, include 
many of the key elements of the AIA’s Framework for Design 
Excellence. These include equitable communities, energy efficiency / 
sustainability, conservation of water resources, respect for the site and 
adjacent ecosystems, design excellence within prescribed budgets, 
healthy building environments, and innovative yet resilient design. 

The Forum, under Nate’s leadership, has developed large, enthusiastic 
audiences for Lectures. It has structured Corporate Membership and 
Sponsorship programs that provide companies the opportunity to send 
many of their interns and team members to the Lectures at no cost as 
a benefit of their financial support. Thus, Forum Lecture audiences 
are usually filled with many emerging professionals in addition 
to more seasoned design leaders, as well as a large representation 
from the general public. The Forum provides complimentary informal 
receptions before each Lecture, giving attendees the chance to develop 
a greater sense of camaraderie and community. 

Texas Focus 
Nate Eudaly and The Forum  have featured Texas-based  
architects in the Lecture Series and Symposia. This continues 
to be a priority for The Forum.  Some of those speakers include:

Anthony Alofsin, FAIA
Kevin Alter, Assoc. AIA
Arthur Andersson, FAIA
Russell Buchanan, FAIA 
Coleman Coker, RA
Gary Cunningham, FAIA
Elizabeth Danze, FAIA
Ted Flato, FAIA & David Lake, FAIA
Mark Gunderson, AIA
Michael Hsu, FAIA 

Carlos Jimenez
Max Levy, FAIA 
Bob Meckfessel, FAIA
Juan Miró, FAIA & Miguel Rivera, FAIA
Lionel Morrison, FAIA
Dan Shipley, FAIA 
Scott Specht, AIA 
Frank Welch, FAIA 
Mark Wellen, FAIA 
Ron Wommack, FAIA

To celebrate The Forum’s 25th Anniversary, the 2022-2023 Lecture Season 
began with a program featuring Dallas Design Leaders. 



Lecture Series Speakers
and countries with their projects 

Diller Scofidio + Renfro • Kazuyo Sejima • Tsien | Williams • Deborah Berke • Annabelle Selldorf • 
Lake | Flato • Phil Freelon • Craig Dykers | Snøhetta • Jeanne Gang • Marlon Blackwell • Kai-Uwe 
Bergmann | BIG • Rick Joy • Michael Van Valkenburgh • Juhani Pallasmaa • Alberto Kalach • Tom 
Phifer • Leo Marmol • Lee Mindel • Laurie Olin • Tsao & McKown • Thomas Woltz • Andrea Cochran 
• Brad Cloepfil • Lorcan O’Herlihy • Andraos | Wood • Gordon Gill • Alex Krieger • Tom Kundig • 
Enrique Norten • Daniel Libeskind • Eric Owen Moss • Weiss | Manfredi • James Burnett • Brian  
MacKay-Lyons • Bill Pederson • Jamie Carpenter • Mohsen Mostafavi • Wang Shu • James Corner • 

Norman Foster • Johnston Marklee • Rem Koolhaas • Rafael Vinoly • Reed Hilderbrand • Shigeru Ban 
• Peter Bohlin • Thom Mayne • Adam Yarinsky • Michael Graves • Jorge Silvetti • Peter Eisenman

Our over 200 speakers include

The Forum’s Lecture speakers come from, or have done significant  
projects in, every continent on earth. They and their projects are found in 
forty-nine countries and twenty-seven states. Forum Lecture audiences 
learn about the work of architects and other design professionals in both urban 
environments of developed nations and underserved communities in those same 
countries, as well as projects being done in developing economies. Designs  
presented range from small scale residential to large master plans. This vast  
variety of speakers, projects, and typologies gives Forum Lecture attendees 
greater knowledge, insights, and empathy about the challenges and opportunities 
facing people groups around the world. Members also gain greater understanding 
as to how architecture and the other design professions can positively impact 
and improve the quality of life in the United States and other countries. 



Panel Discussions
The Forum organizes and presents a Panel Discussion Series each season, focused on  
important topics impacting North Texas both locally and globally. With his Board’s Panel  
Committee, Nate Eudaly has grown the Series in attendance and prominence to  
educate and inform the general public about important issues. The Panels emphasize 
how the public, working with design professionals, government and academic leaders, and 
business communities can address and take action for positive change on these topics. Nate 
has also ensured that the Panels are free and open to everyone in the community as a 
public outreach of The Forum. Audience member participation is actively encouraged at the 
Panels, with time allocated for robust Q and A. Moderators and Panelists come from the North 
Texas region, other Texas cities, as well as from national institutions that relate to topics covered 
by the various Panels. Panels are often held at the Dallas Black Dance Theater, a historic African 
American YMCA building that has been repurposed to house the dance troupe, with active outreach 
by The Forum to the members and patrons of Dallas Black Dance to engage on architectural issues.   

Climate Change and Resiliency 
North Texas faces severe challenges related 
to climate change. The urban heat island 
impact, rising temperatures, and severity of 
weather events are palpable throughout the 
area. Panels on these issues draw attendees 
from the general public, governmental and 
academic bodies, and the design professions. 
The Forum collaborated with UTA CAPPA to 
present their Watershed Urbanism findings 
that were displayed at the 2021 Venice  
Architecture Biennale. At a panel on  
“Recovering from Weather Disasters”, one 
of our attendees, who had recently lost her 
home due to a tornado, was able to connect 
with some of the Panelists who facilitated  
regional resources to help her – an example 
of how the Panels can directly impact the 
public for good.

Design Inspirations
Nate developed the concept of inviting  
architects and other design professionals to 
share at Panels about what inspires them  
and their design process. Over sixty design 
professionals have done so, focusing on 
inspirations as varied as clouds and ancient 
cobblestones to sleek car designs, art, and 
sculpture. The designers also share some of 
their projects in their presentations. These 
programs are of great interest to the general 
public, and also promote the work of outstanding 
design professionals in Dallas.  

Design Justice and Housing
Hispanic and Black residents of Dallas have 
historically experienced discrimination and 
injustice in the city with redlining and other 
regulations designed to prevent equitable 
housing. Nate has worked closely with Forum 
leaders and other non-profit organizations like 
AIA Dallas, AD EX, UTA CAPPA, Tulane, Rural 
Studio, bcWORKSHOP, and NOMA to educate 
Panel audiences about these issues and to 
discuss action steps to further rectify them. 
Over ten Panels and Symposia have been 
presented on these topics. They examined 
national failures such as Pruitt-Igoe, and  
Dallas’ challenges with gentrification, zoning,  
accessibility, availability and affordability in 
housing in the rapidly growing North Texas 
region.

Parks, Trails, and the Trinity River Corridor
The Panel Discussion Series has focused 
much attention on the need for greater  
green space in our region. We have educated 
the public on new and planned parks, and 
also have cast vision with other non-profit 
partners to improve the current state of the 
Trinity River. Plans have been presented on 
how to re-work the Trinity’s large flood plain 
to prevent flooding, provide flood-resistant 
parks in the flood plain, and nurture the river’s 
ecosystem and great hardwood forest (the 
largest in the United States).

Texas Architecture and Preservation 
The Forum has presented important Panels 
focused on preservation issues in Texas and 
how those issues impact the urban fabric of 
our cities. These Panels include three on Fair 
Park moderated by David Preziosi, Mark  
Lamster and Peter Simek;  “Affordable  
Housing and Historic Preservation” and 
“Preservation Issues for Dallas” with  
Katherine Seale; “The Legacy of Modernism 
in North Texas” with Bob Meckfessel; “Kimbell 
Expansion: A Discussion” with Rick Brettell;  
and “The Rogers/Bruchard Archive at UNT” 
with Morgan Gieringer, focused on historic  
projects in North Texas from 1945-1990. Kate 
Holliday presented two Panels focused on 
“O’Neil Ford on Architecture” (with Kathryn 
O’Rourke) and “Making Houston Modern – 
The Life and Architecture of Howard Barn-
stone”. Nate reached out and collaborated 
with Preservation Dallas on many of these 
Panels, including one on “DFW DECO” and 
one on the “Hall of State at Fair Park”.   
Stephen Fox, Gail Thomas, Virginia McAlester 
and David Dillon also participated in Panels 
that examined how urban planning impacts 
preservation, advocating for careful and  
deliberate preservation plans in cities across Texas.   

Click to add text

Megaregion
(Mega) Cities
Territories
• Networked
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• Political
• Climate
• Infrastructure
• Ornithological
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Some of the major areas of focus for Panels since Nate Eudaly has been Director of The Forum are:  



COLUMNS, the award-winning print and online magazine of AIA Dallas and  
the Architecture and Design Foundation, explores community, culture, and 
lives through the impact of architecture in North Texas. Committee members 
provide volunteer hours that equate to an approximate annual value of over 
$100,000 when you multiply hours by hourly rates. The editors, writers, and 
photographers are all volunteers who serve out of a passion for the magazine, 
community, and profession.

Nate Eudaly has served on the AIA COLUMNS Committee for fourteen 
years as an active participant. Below is a listing of the thirty-six articles,  
critiques, dialogues, and profiles that he has written to date for the  
magazine while a member of the COLUMNS Committee. 

California Case Study Houses .................................Article .....Spring 2009
Field Notes – Dallas Architecture Forum ..................Article .....Summer 2009
Obtaining a Frank Lloyd Wright Education ..............Article .....Fall 2010
Building Sustainably to Preserve History .........Article .....Spring 2011
The Living Legacy of Dallas-Shaping Architects
       Co-Authored with Greg Brown .........................Article .....Summer 2011
David Dillon, Hon. TxA (Dallas Architecture Critic) ...Profile ......Summer 2011
Jeff Potter, FAIA (AIA National President) ........Profile ......Winter 2011
Bill Booziotis, FAIA  .................................................Profile ......Summer/Fall 2012
John F. Kennedy Sites in D/FW ...............................Critique ...Winter 2013
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Buffalo ....................................Critique ...Winter 2014
Greg Ibañez, FAIA ...................................................Profile ......Summer 2015
Lucilo Peña .............................................................Profile ......Fall 2015
Jason Roberts, Better Block ...................................Profile ......Winter 2015
Jack and John Matthews ........................................Profile ......Spring 2016
Dallas Festival of Ideas – The United City ........Article .....Spring 2016
Gary Cunningham, FAIA ..........................................Profile ......Fall 2016
Mark Lamster, (Dallas Architecture Critic) ................Profile ......Fall 2016
Joe Buskuhl, FAIA (AD EX Pres) ..............................Profile ......Fall 2017
Nunzio de Santis, FAIA (AIA-D Pres) .................Profile ......Winter 2017
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Which architects, living or dead, do you most admire?I like the vernacular of Texas architecture. Frank Welch, FAIA and 

O’Neil Ford, FAIA are masters of bringing the outdoors indoors, 

allowing their buildings to speak on their own terms. They 

also incorporate key elements of Texan, Spanish, and Mexican 

influence in their projects, which I appreciate.What do you do in your (limited) spare time?I like to spend time with my wife and visiting my kids in  

New York City. Favorite places to retreat are my lake  

house and my ranch. I enjoy fishing and hunting. Being outdoors, 

either on the water or at the ranch, helps keep things in  

proper perspective. 

What guests, living or deceased, would you have at your ideal 

dinner party?

I would want to mix it up: Teddy Roosevelt to hear about his 

adventures, Ernest Hemingway for his take on romanticism, 

Mick Jagger, and Mother Teresa. It would be a lively and 

interesting evening.

What else should people know about you?I’m never satisfied—there’s always more to do and more places to 

see. I have to balance this with a need to stop and take a breath 

and enjoy life.

What inspires you as an architect?
Innovation and design. I love to do hand-drawn sketches. I used 

them almost exclusively in designing my lake house. I also love a 

challenge and I’m a fixer of problems.
Interview by Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas, executive director of the 

Dallas Architecture Forum.
MAKING HIS MARK(S)View a sample of the creative sketches from the hand of Nunzio 

DeSantis. www.aiadallas.org/columns/nunzio-sketches

Illustration: Nunzio DeSantis, FAIA
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PROFILE

Nunzio
DeSantisFAIA

By Nate Eudaly

Hon. AIA Dallas

Illustration: Nunzio DeSantis, FAIA // Photo: Daryl Shields

COLUMNS Magazine

requirement is supplemented by NARA’s design guidelines,
which include detailed instructions for how to design efficient
building systems and create indoor conditions that meet both
environmental and archival criteria. As a part of its construction plan, presidential foundations, such

as the Bush Foundation, must provide design and construction
certifications to NARA as specified in the architectural and design
standards. Once the Bush Foundation decided to construct the
Bush Library on the SMU campus, NARA began dialogue with
the foundation regarding site-specific sustainability considerations
through reference to LEED for New Construction standards.
These considerations include: development density and commu-
nity connectivity, alternative transportation, on-site habitat and
open space, and storm water design—all of which help ensure
congruity with local planning objectives. Other considerations in-
clude: standards relating to general structural criteria; heating, ven-
tilation, and air-conditioning standards; fire safety; security; floor
loadings; finishes; lighting; and glazing criteria. 

Bush Library Follows Clinton Library to Platinum Rating
To date, NARA has finished construction of one facility to high-
performance building standards—the Clinton Library in Little

Rock, AR. When it opened in 2004, Clinton’s 154,000-square -
foot Presidential Library achieved a LEED Silver certification
under LEED for New Construction. In 2007, through additional
sustainability practices, the library received a LEED Platinum cer-
tification under the LEED for Existing Buildings designation. Pro-
grams and procedures implemented to achieve Platinum
certification included: efficient use of energy, an integrated pest-
management program, purchase of environmentally preferred
products, waste-stream management, and ongoing enhance-
ments to indoor environmental quality, which included: green
cleaning with environmentally friendly products, use of mainte-
nance products with low levels of volatile organic compounds
(VOC), and increased use of recycled-content paper products.
The Clinton Foundation implemented several initiatives for water
savings and energy conservation on the Clinton Library park
grounds and also provided funding for the LEED application.The Green ConfluenceThe mandates and mission of NARA in promoting sustainable

design and mandating that all presidential libraries achieve at
least a LEED Silver rating converged with the personal interest
and knowledge of LEED principles for Laura Bush. As the only
child of builder Harold Welch in Midland, she developed an
early interest in construction. In an interview with her chief-of-
staff, I was told that “Laura Bush has always had a strong inter-
est in architecture and design. When she was beginning to
develop the concepts for the [Bush] Ranch, several green build-
ing alternatives were brought to her attention and she has in-
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The George W. Bush Presidential Libraryand Center will be under the administrationof the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) and will hold both the paper documents from the Bush administration as well as millions of digitalrecords that will exceed that of all previouspresidential libraries combined. 

Ground was broken on November 16, 2010 for the

United States’ thirteenth Presidential Library on the grounds of

Southern Methodist University (SMU) in Dallas. The George

W. Bush Presidential Li-

brary and Center, sched-

uled to open in the

spring of 2013, will be

the first Presidential Li-

brary designed and built

to achieve LEED Plat-

inum certification. This

will mark another impor-

tant milestone in the de-

velopment of the

Presidential Library sys-

tem with a focused goal

of sustainability through-

out the design and ongo-

ing operations.  

The Center’s Design Director, Peter Arendt, projects that

the incremental costs for the LEED Platinum certification will

be a 6-7% increase in the construction budget. Over time, the

reduced operating costs achieved by incorporating these sus-

tainable elements should provide the economic payback for the

increase in construction costs. The center will include informa-

tion related to LEED design and sustainability within its exhibits.

By demonstrating and promoting sustainability, the center’s vis-

itors will hopefully obtain an increased awareness and resolve

to live and act in environmentally responsible ways.

Focus on Sustainability

All presidential libraries are governed and administered by the

National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). NARA

issues architecture and design guidelines that all libraries must

follow. When constructing new libraries, NARA adheres to all

environmental regulations, many of which are referenced in the

agency’s “Architectural and Design Standards for Presidential

Libraries.” These design standards further specify that all new

NARA construction projects must be certified through the

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) green

building rating system of the U.S. Green Building Council

(USGBC), achieving the LEED Silver level at a minimum. This
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By Nate Eudaly

BUILDING SUSTAINABLy TO 

PRESERVE HISTORy
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARIES AND 

THE GEORGE W. BUSH CENTER

SPRING 2011

All images couresty of George W. Bush Presidential Center, Southern Methodist University, Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates Inc., and Robert A.M. Stern Architects LLP

corporated them into both its construction as well as the Bush
Center’s. In studying different sustainable building methods, she
read a lot and also visited different exhibits at the National Build-
ing Museum in D.C., when she was First Lady, which helped to
inform her green building decisions.” The Bush Ranch House contains many sustainable elements

stemming from this interest, including: geothermal heating, a
reservoir and natural irrigation system, and use of local materi-
als. The designer, UT Austin Architecture Professor David Hey-
mann, engaged both George and Laura Bush in active dialogue

on green construction and obtained their support for the sus-
tainable plan. 

A central closet in the house holds geothermal heat pumps
drawing ground water through pipes drilled 300 foot into the
ground. The water heats the house in winter and cools it in
summer. The system uses no fossil fuels, such as oil or natural
gas, and it consumes 25% of the electricity required for a con-
ventional heating/cooling system.Rainwater from the roof is collected and funneled into a

25,000-gallon underground cistern. Wastewater from showers,

18 SPRING 2011

The Office of Presidential Librariesadministers a nationwide network ofpresidential libraries. Seventy years ago,Franklin D. Roosevelt proposed creatingthe first presidential library to house thepresidential papers and gifts accumu-lated during his administration. Hewanted this library to be a part of theNational Archives, an institution he hadnurtured from its establishment in 1934.He created a private foundation to raisefunds for the construction of the library

building, which was then donated to theNational Archives for operation as a fed-eral facility. In June 1941, Rooseveltdedicated his Presidential Library atHyde Park to the benefit of “future gen-erations” who would use the records ofhis presidency. His words of dedicationcontinue to guide the libraries today:“To bring together the records of thepast and to house them in buildingswhere they will be preserved for the useof men and women in the future, a Na-

tion must believe in three things. It mustbelieve in the past. It must believe in thefuture. It must, above all, believe in thecapacity of its own people so to learnfrom the past that they can gain judg-ment in creating their own future”. Bythe early 1950s, with President Trumanplanning a library and President Eisen-hower intending to do so, Congress cod-ified the model in the PresidentialLibraries Act of 1955. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARIES 
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  Metrics were developed to measure 
how effectively each target area is in 
developing stronger neighborhoods. 
Although the metrics vary by 
neighborhood, areas of focus include 
lower crime (safer neighborhoods), 
lower code enforcement complaints, 
higher satisfaction with city services, 
higher property values, the increase in 
quality of life, and the identification 
and development of community leaders 
The internal city teams serving on 
each of the neighborhood teams 
include representatives from each of 
these departments: the police, code 
enforcement, neighborhood vitality, 
economic development, community 
prosecution, and infrastructure (streets, 
sidewalks, storm drainage, and water 
and sewer).
 Each council member also selected 
constituents from their district’s target 
area to form an advisory committee to 
ensure community engagement. Using 
the data outlined in the infographic, 
the advisory committee and the city’s 
representatives discussed what priority 
issues faced that area. Subsequent 
meetings with the community at large 
were held over several months. From 
these discussions, the council members, 
in concert with the city staff and their 
district’s advisory committees, identified 
action items for rapid response. Per Sims, 
these items attack immediate needs, are 
tactical, treat symptoms, can be achieved 
with limited planning, deploy existing 
operational resources and consider 
available city resources.  In addition to these Rapid Response 

Priorities, the target areas are also 
identifying Long-Term Transformation 
Priorities: be strategically focused; be 

comprehensive; address root causes;  
span both short- and long-term action 
planning; identify, obtain, and deploy capital  
and operational resources; and involve 
impact partners including businesses, 
foundations, faith-based organizations, 
civic and cultural organizations, and non-
profits involved in the communities.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD PLUS PROGNOSIS
Neighborhood Plus offers strong potential 
for addressing equity issues that impact 
the citizens of Dallas. Under Sims’ 
leadership, an initial framework has been 
developed that recognizes different needs 
between the city’s council districts, and 
the neighborhoods within those districts. 
 Short term, the Rapid Response 
Priorities can be achieved as long as 
the council representatives, mayor, city 
manager, and city staff continue to support 
and work collaboratively with constituents. 
 The Long-Term Transformation goals 
will be more challenging to achieve. 
There is intense financial pressure on 
the city because of basic infrastructure 
maintenance needs, a hemorrhaging 
police/fire pension fund, and growing 
poverty. While addressing these financial 
issues, the citizens and leadership of Dallas, 
joined by the business and community 
partners, must prioritize transformative 
plans across the neighborhoods of Dallas. 
 Neighborhood Plus holds promise 
as a vehicle for achieving increased 
equity for the citizens of Dallas. If Dallas’ 
governmental, civic, and business leaders 
provide increased focus and support 
for its long-term goals, we may see that  
promise achieved. 

Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas is the executive 
director of The Dallas Architecture Forum.

“All Alan Sims has  to do is merge a decade of Dallas’ dumbest ideas and then fix housing, poverty, health, schools, and everything else you can think of.”
Eric Celeste in “The Worst Job in Dallas,” D Magazine, 2015

THE PURPOSES OF NEIGHBORHOOD PLUS
Set a new direction and shape new 

policy for housing and neighborhood revitalization in Dallas.Create a strategic planning and decision-
making framework to guide more effective community investment decisions. 

Create a framework for inter-agency collaboration, acknowledging the 
interdependence of local government with 

other public and private agencies, for-profit 
businesses, nonprofits organizations, and philanthropic foundations. 

Position the City of Dallas to take  
a leadership role in initiating a regional dialogue on important housing issues

1.  CREATE A COLLECTIVE IMPACT FRAMEWORK 
— Increase collaboration and planning coordination 
among neighborhood organizations, governmental 
agencies, nonprofit service providers, and philanthropic 
funding organizations to leverage resources and 
enhance effectiveness instead of having them operate 
in “silos” with little communication as has frequently  
occurred historically. 

2. ALLEVIATE POVERTY — Increasing earnings for 
low wage earners, targeting and expanding workforce 
training, prioritizing Pre-K education opportunities 
for children in poverty, addressing homelessness, 
and fostering transportation, child care and health 
programs to improve the quality of life of people living in 
poverty. Dallas also suffers from geographic disparities 

in educational attainment that perpetuate poverty. 
Ensuring all neighborhoods can readily access high-
quality education will benefit the city as a whole and will 
serve as an important step toward minimizing poverty 
in the city.

3. FIGHT BLIGHT — Work to identify and target 
blighted properties more strategically and effectively 
to eliminate negative impact on neighborhoods and 
return them to productive use.

4. ATTRACT AND RETAIN THE MIDDLE CLASS — 
Identifying pilot programs promoting neighborhood 
assets, eliminating barriers to their revitalization 
and infill, supporting school choice, and addressing 
neighborhood infrastructure needs.

5. EXPAND HOMEOWNERSHIP — Encourage a 
wider range of housing types to respond to emerging 
preferences. Identify incentives for infill development 
and home improvement in targeted neighborhoods. 
Expand programs to reach a broader range of potential 
home buyers. Develop partnerships to increase the pool 
of eligible loan applicants.

6. ENHANCE RENTAL OPTIONS — Work to raise 
the quality of rental housing through better design 
standards and proactive and systematic code 
enforcement. Expand affordable housing options 
and encourages its distribution across the city  
and region.

THE NEIGHBORHOOD PLUS PLAN’S SIX STRATEGIC GOALS  

Continued from page 38
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their biggest obstacle in addressing public policy improvements.

Montoya, chair of Mayor Mike Rawlings’ Task Force on

Poverty, placed importance on continuing “the idea of a

narrative” that Gardy spoke about in that there is a story specific

to Dallas so that we begin to move beyond data and statistics

towards actually improving people’s lives. The panelists

presented several nimble approaches which could be

implemented in communities across DFW. 

the literary City panel expanded on ideas about literacy

and exploring the richness of our city to ignite book culture.

Keynote speaker and noted Hispanic author Alma

Guillermoprieto spoke about libraries in Central America

highlighting Medellin and Bogota as two examples in which public

access to literature has proven to be transformative in their

respective communities. “Libraries should be a magnet, almost a

glamorous center,” she said. Guillermoprieto was joined by Will

Evans, Dr. Darryl Dickson Carr, Lisa Hembry, and Merritt Tierce.

Guillermoprieto spoke about the potential of sending Dallas

youth into communities to interview residents and how that would

help us learn about things happening in our own backyard. Carr,

SMU professor and chair of English, expanded on this idea and

encouraged the city to “start collecting an oral history of Dallas” and

“expose Dallas’ richness to the rest of the world through stories.”

Hembry also supported this idea of generating a local narrative.

“Collaboration is a transformative experience for everyone, just to

get to know others as human beings,” said Hembry, president and

CEO of Literacy Instruction for Texas.

Tierce, a professional writer, said she “loves the idea of a

literary city being a walking city” and talked about improving our

walkability. Tierce placed importance on our sidewalks and put it

bluntly: “Dallas can’t have haphazard or missing sidewalks.”

Evans, publisher and executive director of Deep Vellum

Publishing, expanded on Tierce’s themes and talked about small

business literary culture and the necessity of local publishers, as

well as bringing live readings into neighborhoods. 

Guillermoprieto energized the panel once again saying,

“Books are where the fun is, books are where the glamour is”

and how “the word is the way to understanding.” She put forth a

call to action—for Dallas to invest in its libraries. 

Festival closing and Action steps

As in 2015, the 2016 Festival of Ideas closed with remarks by

Bishop T.D. Jakes. Jakes challenged Dallas’ citizens to unify our

city by following these guidelines:

• Collective Creativity—we can achieve more working 

together than apart.

• Courage—the deeper our personal commitment, the 

more we achieve.

• Comfort—we must abandon our personal comfort to 

achieve unified goals.

• Changed Culture—break down the unspoken rules 

that divide us.

Attendees and any other Dallas residents who want to

improve North Texas were encouraged to become involved in

the post-festival action phase. Social Venture Partners (SVP)

Dallas, a network of social entrepreneurs, will collect the ideas

from each panel and organize interested volunteers into action

committees. SVP will work with the committees to guide them

into turning the ideas into projects. 

“Ordinary citizens don’t have access to organized money,

organized people and organized ideas unless we allow them

opportunities,” said Tony Fleo, Social Venture Partners’ CEO.

“So if we want to have systematic change, we have to give ideas

a place to flourish.” 

Columns readers who want to be involved in this process can

contact Donovan Ervin at SVP Dallas (dervin@svpdallas.org) and

indicate which of the five cities’ action teams they want to join. �

Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas is the executive director of the Dallas

Architecture Forum.

Monica Friday contributed the Healthy and Literary Cities recaps, and

Cindy Smith, AIA covered the Entrepreneurial and Educated Cities

discussions. 

Journalists and other nonfiction writers

should be teamed with high school students

in communities that challenge their

perceptions of the city. Architecturally

compelling libraries should also be built in

underserved areas of the city that become

centers of cultural activity for Dallas. 

Alma guillermoprieto, author

View more photos from the Festival of Ideas and read "Making

Fair Park Work," another discussion of interest related to  the

Festival of Ideas. www.aiadallas.org/columns/more-ideas
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News, worked with planning groups consisting of over 60 Dallas

leaders to create an integrated program format. Coordinated by

Festival Director Emily Hargrove, speakers and guests took the

ideas generated by the keynote speakers to discuss them in

increasing depth in the panel discussions to bring these new

perspectives to Dallas in an implementable manner. 

Discussion tracks focused on five “cities”: The Physical City,

The Entrepreneurial City, The Educated City, The Healthy City,

and The Literary City.

the Physical City team kept its focus “the future of work”

in Dallas. What is the future of work in the 21st century city? Are

downtown and the suburbs in competition for workplace

growth, or should they cooperate to find the right balance? What

will the workplace of the future look like? 

As Texas continues to grow as a leading business center (Toyota

being one of the most recent major corporations to relocate its

United States headquarters here), the topic of how and where

work occurs becomes of even greater importance. Other major

innovative new headquarters—including Apple, Google, and

Facebook—offer glimpses of how work will occur in the future. 

The session examined how design thinking shapes the way

that people work and how that impacts the way they live. It was

presented in collaboration with the David Dillon Center at the

University of Texas-Arlington’s College of Architecture, Planning

and Public Affairs. Keynote speaker was Nikil Saval, an editor

of n+1. Panelists were Kate Canales, Peer Chacko, Inga Saffron,

and Ron Stelmarski, AIA.

Saval’s first book is Cubed: A Secret History of the Workplace.

His innovative research and thoughtful examination of this topic

provided the foundation for an illuminating discussion—important

not only to architects but to all North Texas residents. 

Saval pointed out that as office buildings have evolved, those

who work in them have become less connected to the fabric of

the community. Tracing development from the Industrial

Revolution, Saval explained how the development of skyscrapers

and then suburban office parks isolated workers from the cities in

which they were located. 

He and the other panelists called for innovation in co-working

and flexibility in office design so that workers can engage with

each other and the city to enhance creativity and productivity.

the entrepreneurial City discussion was headlined by

hip-hop magnate and Rush Communications CEO Russell

Simmons, who co-founded the Def Jam Record label and has

since launched a series of successful ventures in TV, fashion,

publishing, and finance. He was joined on the panel by some of

the Dallas’ most successful

entrepreneurs, including Nina

Vaca, Gail Warrior, Trey

Bowles, and Salah Boukadoum.

They said the Dallas-Fort

Worth area is already an

entrepreneurial hub, but

people just don’t know it yet. 

Bowles, who co-founded

the Dallas Entrepreneur Center,

said that approximately 19,000

new businesses are quietly

started each year in the city of

Dallas alone. “We’re becoming the i-city,” he said. “We’re the

idea city. We’re the impact city. We’re the innovation city. And we

can just keep going and going.” 

The group had plenty of advice for the start-up

entrepreneurs in the audience: 

• First, focus on the work and not the money. If 

you do that, they say, financial success will follow. 

• Second, don’t listen to the “negative noise”— 

that doubting voice either inside yourself or the 

outsiders who tell you it can’t be done. 

• Lastly, don’t be afraid to fail. Consider it an education.

“I just think things evolve more than they fail,” Simmons

said. “You can’t fail until you quit.” 

The theme for the session was resilience and faith. Most

everyone on the panel had experienced times when their faith

was tested or their businesses were near failure. But in the end,

their perseverance paid off. They learned from their mistakes
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BeloW left: nikil saval, editor of n+1, retraces history to explain the

Physical city. BeloW right: For the entrepreneurial city opening

keynote, the ideas came from Russell simmons, chairman and ceo of Rush

communications, in discussion with clyde Valentin, director of the Ignite

Arts Dallas initiative at the Meadows school, sMU.oPPosite Page:

spoken word artist so-so topic challenged and inspired festival attendees

about the power of their words.

teach young people the skills necessary to

create good entrepreneurship—including

faith, creativity, vision, and perseverance—in

schools. this should be a part of the

education of every student in Dallas.

Russell simmons, ceo, Rush communications

office buildings must be connected to the

rest of the city. Innovations in developing

co-working spaces and low-rise structures

that integrate workplaces into urban life

must be a priority. 
nikil saval, editor, n+1
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the dallas festiVal of ideasTHE UNITED CITYBy Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas

“What we really need is the ‘united city,’” said T.D. Jakes.Those words from the closing speaker of the 2015 DallasFestival of Ideas were the clarion call for this year’s festival, heldin February and organized under the theme “The United City.”That year’s closing speaker—Bishop Jakes, author, filmmakerand minister—set the tone by adding, “We need a city that is unitedand galvanized around ideas that we can build to make a change andmake things different, and I really think that can be done.”For the 2016 festival, held at the Music Hall at Fair Park, theorganizers set a goal to shape the future of the city by igniting,uniting, and energizing the people of Dallas through the powerof ideas. It focused on the city’s next century, incorporatingthought-provoking programs, interactive discussions, live music,visual art, and stage performances. These panels invited participants to discuss and further developthe ideas presented by the keynote speakers; from those sessions,action plans will be developed to implement key concepts fromeach of the five “cities” identified as discussion tracks.
history of the Festival
The Dallas Festival of Ideas team refers to the event as “anannual harvesting of big, bold ideas with an eye toward action to

help to shape the city of the future.” It began when Larry Allums,Ph.D., director of the Dallas Institute for Humanities andCulture, observed that other cities held meaningful festivalsrelated to their cities, including the Chicago Humanities Festival,The New Yorker Festival, and the Aspen Ideas Festival. Allums wanted the Institute to organize a similar programthat would bring thought leaders across various disciplines toDallas to discuss concepts that could help improve the future ofthis city. He organized the inaugural Dallas Festival of Ideas in2008 and a second festival in 2011. After collaborating in 2013 on a symposium commemorating the50th anniversary of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,The Dallas Morning News agreed to partner with the institute topresent the 2015 festival. Despite an ice storm, all five keynotespeakers arrived safely in Dallas, so an abbreviated one-day festivalwas held at the Dallas City Performance Hall and the WinspearOpera House. Organizers were very encouraged that, even with theweather challenges, more than 800 people attended the sessions. 
‘cities’ Discussion tracksThe Dallas Festival of Ideas, again presented by the DallasInstitute of Humanities and Culture and The Dallas Morning

Photos BY lIAne sWAnson
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To objectively identify each target area’s greatest needs and to develop action plans to address those needs, 

the following data was analyzed for each target area neighborhood:
DEMOGRAPHICS:  Population, Age, Gender, Race
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOMEPERCENTAGE OF HOMEOWNERS/RENTERS CRIME 

TOP FIVE CODE ENFORCEMENT ISSUESLAND USE:  Percent Of Single-Family, Multi-Family, Commercial, Retail, And Vacant Property
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Source: Census 2000 (in 2013 inflation-adjusted dollars); ACS 2013 5-Year estimates.
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 58%  White Non-Hispanic 29%  Black/African-  American
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FEATURE

Dallas is the fourth largest metropolitan 

economy in the U.S. and the 12th largest 

in the world. This economic engine fuels 

rapid growth and that growth, in turn, 

powers a robust economy. However, not 

all residents of Dallas benefit from this. 

The number of poor people in Dallas 

rose by 41% between 2000 and 2012.1 

This percentage far outweighs the city’s 

concurrent 5% population growth. Based 

on a recent report by the Mayor’s Task 

Force on Poverty, Dallas has the highest 

child poverty rate in the United States 

among cities larger than 1 million people. 

Two of every five kids in Dallas grow up 

poor. Dallas also has the third highest 

poverty rate (counting both children and 

adults) among large cities in the U.S.

 “It’s not acceptable for a city as full 

of wealth and opportunity as Dallas to 

be ranked [as the] third poorest urban 

center in the United States,” says Larry 

James, CEO of City Square who chaired 

the Mayor’s Task Force. Dallas Mayor Mike 

Rawlings says that Dallas has a “barbell 

economy,” meaning it’s stretched thin in 

areas (bar) and ample in others (bells). 

He says, “We’re a very rich city. We’re 

very wealthy. We’re very blessed. At the 

same time, we have an extreme amount  

of poverty.” 

 Although there are certainly no 

magic bullets to bring equity to every 

neighborhood and for all individuals who 

reside in Dallas, the city’s Neighborhood 

Plus initiative is designed to implement 

a neighborhood revitalization plan that  

will promote healthy, sustainable 

neighborhoods throughout Dallas. The 

Neighborhood Plus concept embraces 

the unique identity and strength of each 

community, but the City of Dallas must 

implement the plan based on the differing 

needs and priorities of the residents 

of the unique communities. Building 

partnerships that connect housing with 

education, health, transportation, and 

economic empowerment can make real 

and lasting change in the lives of residents 

throughout the city. 

WILL IT  REALLY WORK?

Dallas has historically lacked a cohesive 

neighborhood planning framework. 

Further, since many areas of the city 

have lacked organized neighborhood 

representation, residents often have not 

had a platform from which to articulate 

and advocate for their needs at the 

neighborhood scale. Neighborhood Plus 

is intended to foster partnerships and 

neighborhood engagement to prioritize 

issues and effectively address them. 

 Alan Sims assumed the position of 

chief of Neighborhood Plus for the City 

of Dallas on October 1, 2015. Shortly 

thereafter, in an article in D Magazine titled 

“The Worst Job in Dallas,” Eric Celeste 

opined: “All Alan Sims has to do is merge a 

decade of Dallas’ dumbest ideas and then 

fix housing, poverty, health, schools, and 

everything else you can think of.” 

 Sims chuckled when he and I discussed 

this during my visit with him shortly 

before the anniversary of his first year on 

the job. Sims sees Neighborhood Plus as a 

“comprehensive strategy to revitalize and 

strengthen sustainable neighborhoods 

across the City of Dallas.” To achieve 

program goals, Sims engaged each of the 

Dallas’ City Council representatives to 

design plans for their respective districts, 

recognizing that each has distinct needs 

and priorities. The council members 

identified Target Areas and then identified 

primary concerns in each. Then, Target 

Area teams were established, and the 

Neighborhood Vitality team at the city 

analyzed data for every Target Area. 

 Working with each council person and 

representatives from their districts, Sims, 

his team, and the district representatives 

targeted one neighborhood per district as 

an initial focus. Those neighborhoods are 

Arcadia Park, Bonnie View, Coit/Spring 

Valley, Greater Casa View, Pemberton Hill, 

Pleasant Grove, Elm Thicket-NorthPark, 

Red Bird, The Bottom, Family Corridor, 

and Vickery Meadow. 

1 The U.S. Census Bureau poverty rate measures the percentage of people whose income fell below their assigned poverty threshold. Poverty thresholds are assigned to 

individuals or families based on family size and composition. For 2015 (the latest year’s data available) that threshold for a family of two adults and two children was $24,036. 

For a family with one adult and two children the rate was $19,096. 

Neighborhood Plus: 

A Strategy Towards 

Equity for the Citizens 

of Dallas?
Compiled by Nate Eudaly, Hon. AIA Dallas, from a City of Dallas report and  

an interview with Alan Sims, chief of Neighborhood Plus for the City of Dallas 

Continued on page 40



CityLab High School Foundation is an independent nonprofit organization  
advocating for and supporting the mission of CityLab High School by fostering com-
munity involvement and securing funding support. Working together, the Foundation 
and the School are turning today’s engaged learners into  
tomorrow’s creative thought leaders. Forum Director Nate Eudaly is  
a Founding Board Member of the Foundation and also provides leadership  
as Chair of the Governance Committee and a member of the Summit  
Committee. He and The Forum support the Foundation financially, including  
the annual CityLab Summit.

As a Dallas ISD Choice high school, CityLab introduces students to architecture,  
urban planning and environmental sustainability through rigorous,  
project-based curriculum with multiple initiatives. Using downtown Dallas and the 
urban core as their extended classroom, CityLab students not only learn from the  
city around them, they help transform it. To support the school, The Foundation  
organizes, funds, and presents an annual Summit allowing students to interact  
with local and national thought leaders. As a member of the Summit Team,  
Nate initiated inviting Kimberly Dowdell, the past President of NOMA and  
President-Elect of AIA to be the keynote speaker of the 2021 Summit. Summit 
topics have included social justice, civic engagement, and the built environment.  
Additional issues include environmental justice, sustainability, climate change and 
global warming, air and water quality, and the future role of renewable energy sources. 

CityLab High School Foundation



Dallas Modern Monograph
Dallas Modern, conceived and produced by Nate Eudaly and a small team of  
Forum Board members, is a monograph that presents twenty residences, each as its 
own chapter, with an overview of the residence and its provenance, and a listing of the 
key members of the architecture and other design teams for the project. It is lavishly  
illustrated, with full-color photos of both the exterior and interior of the residence, and 
floorplans for each home in the over 200 pages of this oversized monograph. Nate was 
the primary author and co-design director of the monograph. The featured homes 
are appealing, livable — and undeniably Modern in design. Dallas Modern has been 
purchased by, and is now displayed in the collections of, thousands of residents across 
Texas, an ongoing reminder to the public about the value of architecture. 
 
The book features iconic residences designed by internationally known architects, including Phillip Johnson, Edward 
Durrell Stone, Edward Larrabee Barnes, and Richard Meier, as well as innovative and important houses designed by 
prominent Dallas architects. The common denominator of all the projects is that they are of the highest quality.  

“Our Architecture” Folio
The Dallas Architecture Forum’s Executive Director Nate Eudaly commissioned  
esteemed photographer Laura Wilson to capture images of some of North Texas’s 
most architecturally significant cultural buildings. Each iconic image is an original 
by Wilson, photographed specifically for this project. Laura and Nate worked together to 
produce both the folio as an oversized edition, published on art quality paper suitable for 
framing or for collecting in one’s library, as well as limited edition prints now on display in 
area museums and arts organizations.

About the Featured Architects 
The Dallas Architecture Forum showcased architecturally significant buildings in Dallas and Fort Worth in 
this folio focused on “Architecture for the Arts”. North Texas is fortunate to have major cultural buildings 
designed by some of the world’s most outstanding architects of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 
Tadao Ando, Edward Larrabee Barnes, Brad Cloepfil, Norman Foster, Philip Johnson, Louis Kahn, Rem 
Koolhaas, Ricardo Legorreta, Thom Mayne, I. M. Pei, Renzo Piano, and Frank Lloyd Wright—this is the 
roster of distinguished architects that designed these important buildings. Universally recognized and 
honored, seven of the  architects are Pritzker Prize winners, and nine of them have also been honored 
with the Gold Medal of the American Institute of Architects. This folio celebrates the legacy of their 
work in our community. 



Dallas Design Symposium
The Dallas Design Symposium, founded by Nate Eudaly, brings thought leaders
from architecture, art, and design together to explore the intersection of these fields
for thoughtful and critical conversation. Nate and the Symposium Committee plan 
the programming, and he oversees each event. Nate has also been the moderator 
for several of these symposia. The Design Symposia extend the reach of The Forum 
by examining and educating the general public on how architecture intersects and
impacts the arenas of design and art. Past speakers have included Aaron 
Betsky, Karim Rashid, Terrence Riley, Johnston Marklee, Leo Marmol, 
Sidney Williams, Tom Kundig, and Christo. 
 
The Nasher Sculpture Center is a long-standing collaborator with The Forum in the 
presentation of The Dallas Design Symposium. Held at the Renzo Piano-designed 
Nasher, each Design Symposium spurs community awareness and support 
of architecture’s importance to culture and the arts. 

Design Society
The Dallas Design Society, founded by Forum Board member Kate Aoki , in 
close coordination with Nate Eudaly, provides a platform for interdisciplinary 
discourse in the design community by offering cultural and community-based 
programs and events. A satellite of the Dallas Architecture Forum, the Design 
Society brings emerging design professionals and enthusiasts interested 
in collaborative design processes together to connect.

Events • Pavilion Picnics • PechaKucha • Collaborative Events • New MAC Preview • Pump House Tour
 • Statler Hilton Tour and Happy Hour  • After-Lecture Happy Hours and Meet-and-Greet with Lecture Speakers
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